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Abstract—In this study, we investigate if a digital coach for low-literate learners that provides cognitive learning support based on scaffolding can be improved by adding affective learning support based on motivational interviewing, and social learning support based on small talk. Several knowledge gaps are identified: motivational interviewing and small talk must be translated to control rules for this coach, a formal model of participant emotional states is needed to allow the coach to parse the learner’s emotional state, and various sensors must be used to let the coach detect and act on this state. We use the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method to update an existing foundation of knowledge with emotional models, motivational interviewing, and small talk theory, technology, and a new exercise in the volunteer work domain. We use this foundation to create a design specification for an Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) coach that provides cognitive, affective, and social learning support for this exercise. A prototype is created, and compared to a prototype that only provides cognitive support in a within- and between-subjects experiment. Results show that both prototypes work as expected: learners interact with the coach and complete all exercises. Almost no significant differences are found between the two prototypes, indicating that the affective and social support were not effective as designed. Potential improvements are provided for future work. Results also show significant differences between two subgroups of low-literate participants, and between men and women, reinforcing the importance of using individualized support measures with this demographic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In earlier studies, we have highlighted the problems that people of low-literacy encounter when trying to participate in information societies [1], [2]. Low information (reading and writing) and communication (speaking and understanding) skills cause participation issues that can be of a cognitive nature (skill application and general societal knowledge), affective nature (emotional responses like shame and fear, and low self-efficacy), and/or social nature (motivation to participate and trusting peers and teachers). We want to address these issues by designing interactive, situated societal participation learning that is grounded in crucial practical situations, which are real-life scenarios that describe the skills and knowledge needed for independent societal participation [3]. The aim is to make learning more effective, which means making the learning process more accessible (by removing or lowering barriers to entry) and making the learning experience more positive (ensuring that learners both can and want to interact with the learning), thereby supporting learners in reaching desired learning outcomes [1]. Specifically, we are designing the system VESSEL: a Virtual Environment to Support the Societal Participation Education of Low-literates. VESSEL is envisioned as a set of interactive exercises grounded in the aforementioned crucial practical situations, and an autonomous, rules-driven Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) coach that helps low-literate learners carry out these exercises by offering cognitive, affective, and social learning support. Fig. 1 shows a schematic VESSEL design.

We use the situated Cognitive Engineering method in the VESSEL development process (sCE, see [5], [6]). This iterative software design and development method consists of three stages. In the foundation stage, relevant operational demands (actors, activities, and context-of-use), human factors data (theory relevant to user-system interaction), and technology are collected. In the specification stage a requirements baseline is created, consisting of functional requirements (the system’s intended functionality), claims (hypotheses that describe the system’s intended effects), system objectives (the system’s operational or domain goals), and use cases (action sequences that describe the system’s ideal working procedure). In the evaluation stage, this requirements baseline is experimentally validated.

In prior studies we have designed, developed, and evaluated two VESSEL prototypes. The first prototype [4] was a proof-of-concept consisting of four information- and communication-skill exercises (easy and hard variants of ‘online banking’ and ‘service desk conversation’ exercises).
and an ECA coach offering three kinds of learning support: cognitive support based on scaffolding (a learning support method that provides the right amount of help at the right time, [7]), affective support based on motivational interviewing (a counseling technique focused on enacting behavioural change, [8]), and social support based on small talk (a form of social interaction that is important to building interpersonal trust, [9]). All support was given as pre-recorded spoken utterances, controlled by a Wizard-of-Oz operator (see [10]). We evaluated this prototype to test the general applicability of cognitive, affective, and social support offered by an ECA coach. Results showed that the ECA coach improved the learning experience in all facets (cognitively, affectively, and socially), and raised learner self-efficacy regarding challenging online banking situations. Based on these positive results, a design specification for coach-driven cognitive learning support was drafted, and translated into a second prototype [11]. This work consisted of three challenging online banking exercises, and an ECA coach offering cognitive learning support based on formal scaffolding theory (see [12]) while following strict speech recognition rules. We evaluated this prototype (still controlled via the Wizard-of-Oz method) to test our claims of benefit with regard to cognitive support. Results showed that learner self-efficacy regarding challenging online banking was again raised, and that the formalized coach did not negatively impact the learning experience: expectations were that participants would try to interact with the coach as if it was human (i.e., asking complex questions and expecting the coach to have an answer for every situation), and that the coach’s limited knowledge and strict speech recognition could cause difficulty and frustration. But this did not happen.

Now, we want to extend the VESSEL specification by also incorporating affective and social support into the design specification, thus bringing system functionality in line with the envisioned functionality from the proof-of-concept. However, trying to do so illustrates two important knowledge questions about VESSEL’s ECA coach. First, we need to know how to design affective and social learning support for low-literate learners, in particular how to translate motivational interviewing theory (for affective support) and small talk theory (for social support) into support rules for the coach. Second, affective support specifically depends on understanding the learner’s emotional state. We need to know what technology would allow the ECA coach to perceive and react to learner emotions, and which emotional models we can use to categorize these. As in [11], we can answer these questions by incorporating new theory into the sCE foundation of VESSEL. We update operational demands by designing one or more new scenario-based exercises that demand cognitive, affective, and social support. We update human factors knowledge by incorporating theory on motivational interviewing, small talk, and emotional models. We update technology by describing both current technology for autonomous emotion detection, and the envisioned role of this technology in VESSEL.

In summary, in this work we aim to design and evaluate a third VESSEL prototype that offers cognitive, affective, and social learning support. Four steps are needed. First, we expand the VESSEL foundation as described. Second, we refine the VESSEL design specification by operationalizing the foundation theory into comprehensive coach behavioural rules, updating the requirements baseline, and writing new uses cases. Third, we design and develop our third VESSEL prototype on the basis of this specification. Finally, we experimentally evaluate the prototype with low-literate learners. Specifically, we investigate how the new prototype affects the cognitive, affective, and social learning experience and learning outcomes of a volunteer work learning exercise, compared to our previous prototype (see [11]). This lets us answer the following research questions:

Q1. **Design**: How can we create a design specification for VESSEL that incorporates rules for cognitive, affective, and social learning support provided by an ECA coach?

Q1a. Which emotional models, motivational interviewing rules, small talk scenarios, and measurement methods are needed to create these rules?

Q1b. Which functionalities, interaction methods, and appearances should the ECA coach have to reflect this?

Q2. **Evaluation**: Does an ECA coach created in accordance with this specification result in a higher learning effectiveness for low-literate learners than an ECA coach that incorporates only formalized cognitive learning support?

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the sCE foundation is updated to address the knowledge gaps: what coach behaviour rules can be derived from motivational interviewing and small talk theory, which formal models of emotion can be used by the ECA coach, and what technological options are there for autonomous emotion detection? This information is incorporated into the sCE foundation in Section 3. In Section 4, the new VESSEL prototype is designed and developed. Section 5 describes the design and setup of the experiment created to evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype, and Section 6 presents evaluation results. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions and directions for future work.

2 **FOUNDATION**

2.1 **Operational Demands: Exercises**

To provide the right context-of-use for the envisioned cognitive, affective, and social support coach, exercises are needed that pose cognitive, affective, and social challenges...
(in tandem). None of our previous exercises (see [4], [11]) meet this demand. We have chosen to design a new exercise, based on the crucial practical situation ‘registering for volunteer work’. The exercise consists of two parts. In the ‘form’ part, learners must fill out an ‘intake form’ for volunteer work. The form has a section for demographic information, and four sections that categorize the learner’s wishes with regard to volunteer work: frequency, target demographic(s), target area(s), and useful skills possessed by the learner. This part of the exercise tests reading and language comprehension, as well as ICT skills, and presents mostly potential cognitive problems (related to vocabulary and comprehension), but also affective ones (willingness to admit interests, uncertainty about what this information is used for). In the ‘recruiter’ part, learners must speak to an ECA playing the role of a volunteer work recruiter. The recruiter asks a number of questions, drawn from a large set, that reference their choices on the form. Learners talk to the recruiter directly. This part of the exercise tests speaking skills and comprehension of spoken language, and presents mostly potential affective problems (fear and shame about discussing personal desires and limitations) and social ones (speaking to a formal-looking stranger about unfamiliar topics). Combined, we think that cognitive, affective, and social challenges will be presented throughout the exercise, providing room for the coach ECA to support learners in all three areas. Two versions of the exercise have been made: the order of information elements and some of the contents are different in the forms, and the recruiter ECAs are visually slightly different.

2.2 Human Factors Knowledge

2.2.1 Emotion Models

To design an ECA coach that can give accurate affective support, we need a way to categorize and assess the intensity of learner emotions. Three general approaches to emotional modeling exist: the basic emotions approach, the cognitive appraisal approach, and the dimensional approach [13]. The basic emotions approach claims that certain core emotions are biologically based and genetically coded [14], and that emotions have evolved to increase odds of survival. Ekman [15] posits that the emotions anger, disgust, fear, enjoyment, sadness, and surprise have universal facial expressions associated with them; this makes these emotions basic emotions. Emotions without universal facial expressions (such as awe, excitement, shame, and relief) are conceptualized as a blend of these six. Similar models by Plutchik [16] and Parrott [17] categorize all emotions as primary, secondary, or tertiary emotions. The basic emotions approach is useful for VESSEL because it provides a discrete, easy-to-interpret classification of emotions. However, this classification does not allow for differentiation in the intensity of emotions. This might make this approach too broad-strokes to allow for individually tailored emotional support.

The cognitive appraisal approach describes an emotional state as a reaction to an arousing situation [18]. The experience of ‘emotion’ is attributed to physiological changes in the body [19]. By categorizing which physiological changes respond to which emotional reactions, it becomes possible to measure emotions objectively: for instance, the Facial Action Coding System (FACS, [20]) is a systematic analysis of the emotions associated with facial expressions. This possibility makes the cognitive appraisal approach potentially useful for VESSEL. However, appraisals of events and the associated emotional reactions are individually and culturally variable: different people interpret body signals differently, and different cultures consider some emotions as undesirable or unacceptable [21]. Consequently, using this approach necessitates a careful study of the intended user demographic.

Finally, the dimensional approach posits that emotions are not independent discrete states, but rather that all emotions are related in a systematic manner [22]. For instance, Russel’s
[23] circumplex model of affect classifies emotions on the axes of valence (how positive or negative the emotion is felt as) and arousal (how excited or calm the emotion is felt as). This approach is useful for VESSEL because it allows for emotional responses with different intensities: for instance, a person can be a little bit happy because the weather outside is nice, very happy but relatively calm when spending time with family and friends, or incredibly happy and excited for winning the lottery. However, no single ‘best’ classification model exists. Both Oliveira et al. [24] and Lewis et al. [25] claim that the valence and arousal dimensions are actually correlated, and cannot be treated as independent. Others have posited that a third dimension, dominance (how dominant or submissive the emotion is felt as) is necessary to adequately describe the emotion space [26], [27].

In our VESSEL design, we apply a combination of the basic and dimensional models. We define that the coach can categorize four basic emotions: anger, fear, sadness, and happiness. Based on [1], we think these emotions will play a role in our volunteer work scenario. Low-literate people experience sadness or anger when confronted with challenging information tasks, like the complex wording of the form or the difficult vocabulary of the conversation partner. They experience fear when confronted with decisions they feel they cannot oversee the scope of, like being asked to commit to volunteer work. They experience happiness when completing challenging tasks, particularly related to literacy. Additionally, these four emotions can easily be categorized using the three dimensional terms used by [27]: valence/pleasure, arousal, and dominance (see Table 1). These two models describe all the affective functionality we want in our coach: a simple categorization of emotions that a digital coach can recognize, and a division in measurable quantities that can be used for decision purposes. In theory, the cognitive appraisal model could be used to fine-tune the Table 1 classification of basic emotions to low-literate people, and result in a more accurate description of how these emotions are expressed (how strongly, and in what ways). We leave this time- and labor-intensive adaptation out of our current model, and defer it to future work.

### 2.2.2 Motivational Interviewing

Motivational interviewing is originally a counseling technique aimed at enhancing an individual’s intrinsic motivation to change behaviour [8], [28], [29]. The technique has also been used to provide learning support, by making learners feel good about the process, and reframing and reinforcing positive self-efficacy information [30], [31]. The motivational interviewing process consists of three strategies: affirmation, awareness, and alternatives [29]. Affirmation aims to establish empathy between counselor and client. This is often combined with reflective listening [8], [32] to put the focus of the conversation on the client’s perspective, not the counselor's, motivating the client to explore their own thoughts. Awareness aims to help clients become aware of their problem through their own reasoning process. The alternatives strategy focuses on helping clients evaluate alternatives to their current situation. Sobell and Sobell [31] add two more strategies: normalizing aims to communicate to clients that many other people share their problems and their difficulties to change, and self-efficacy supporting focuses on raising the client’s self-efficacy about being able to make the change.

In VESSEL, we use four of these strategies to formalize the coach’s affective support. The awareness and alternatives strategies are most designed for behavioural change therapy, and are therefore less useful in a learning support setting. The remaining strategies (reflective listening, normalizing, affirmation, and self-efficacy supporting) are used to create a four-tiered model of motivational interviewing utterances. By using the four strategies in the orders presented, the coach provides affective support in a standardized way. We further specify that the coach can identify learner emotional states at three levels of accuracy: General, Specific, and Very Specific. If the coach identifies that the learner is in some negative-valence emotional state, but cannot the exact state, the General level of support is used. If the coach can identify the exact emotional state, the Specific level is used. If the coach can even estimate what the exact trigger is for this emotional state (a particular difficult exercise element or challenge), the Very Specific level is used. Table 2 provides an overview of this model, with example utterances for each category and level.

### 2.2.3 Small Talk

According to Bickmore and Cassell [33], an essential aspect of human-system interaction is building trust between user and application. They show that, in interactive systems, “...embodied conversational agents are ideally suited for this task [i.e., building trust] given the myriad cues available to them for signaling trustworthiness” (p. 396). In learning, trust makes learners more receptive to teacher suggestions, and motivates learner persistence [33], [34]. Small talk is often used to establish trust. Cassell and Bickmore [9] show that small talk leads to trust-building in three ways. First, small talk establishes solidarity, demonstrates reciprocal appreciation, and avoids ‘face threat’, both because the speakers show interest in one another and because the conversation is kept on a safe level of depth. Second, it establishes familiarity and common ground, because speakers discuss a clearly established and accessibly topic. Third, small talk increases coordination between speakers, both verbally and nonverbally, as speakers must pay attention to each other and take turns talking.

In VESSEL, we use these three characteristics of small talk to write an introductory small talk session for the exercise, wherein the coach discusses the topic of volunteer work with the learner. The session consists of a number of possible phrases and questions that the coach can say, ordered in a particular way to ensure a logical conversation flow; see Appendix B, which can be found on the IEEE Xplore Digital Library at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7915719/, for an overview of this. To establish familiarity, the coach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Dominance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Either</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Either</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tools are subjective self-report tools, such as questionnaires. These tools are inexpensive, unobtrusive, and non-invasive, and they are the only way to measure a participant’s inner perception and experience [36]. However, language barriers and cultural differences in emotion (see [21]) can make results unreliable. Participants may also be unwilling to talk about their emotional state to researchers, particularly in embarrassing cases, or they may be unable to put their emotional state to words. Finally, emotional self-reporting can be difficult in parallel with an experimental task without causing interference [36]. In practice, these tools can only be used after experimental sessions or in-between exercises.

**Physiological** tools are objective measures that use sensors. For instance, heart rate and galvanic skin response can be measured to determine arousal. Sensors can provide a continuous objective monitoring of the person’s state [35] without being disruptive of task performance [37]. However, sensors can be invasive or intrusive, which could potentially influence the user’s experience [36]. Sensors also often require specialized equipment and technical expertise to be used correctly. Using them sub-optimally, or in the presence of confounding circumstances such as excessive lighting or heat, may result in noisy data [35].

Lastly, **behavioural** tools measure motor-behavioural expressions and changes in physiological state. Unlike physiological tools, which are directly interested in the state of the body, behaviour tools measure body state in order to assess behaviour. Commonly, non-intrusive devices like computers and microphones are used: Zimmermann et al. [38] describe an example where “[the method] extracts motor-behavioral parameters from log-files of mouse and keyboard actions, which can be used to analyze correlations with affective state” (p. 540). The user’s actions and behaviour can be used to predict and assign valence and arousal scores [38]. This approach is not very invasive (but Wong [36] notes that participants consider video cameras to be obtrusive), doesn’t interfere with task performance, and can detect emotional cues that other tools cannot measure, such as facial expressions. However, special hardware and software are needed to capture this kind of data [39], and interpreting it requires trained, experienced and objective observers [35]. Additionally, the interpretation methods are commonly tested on ‘produced’ emotional expressions; in natural situations, recognition accuracy can drop harshly in case of spontaneous emotions [36].

In VESSEL, we combine all three tool types, to make use of the advantages of each. Questionnaires are administered at the start and end of each exercise to gauge users’ self-reported affective state. We expect all participants to fill out these

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Very Specific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflective listening. This utterance makes explicit what emotional state the coach is perceiving, and (if applicable) the issue that’s causing this state. This is put in the form of a statement, not a question. The learner has the chance to provide feedback if the coach’s read is incorrect.</td>
<td>“It looks like you are experiencing difficulties.”</td>
<td>“It looks like you are afraid.”</td>
<td>“It looks like you are afraid of what could happen, if you fill out this form incorrectly.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalizing. This utterance puts the learner’s issue and emotional reaction in a broader context, to show them that they are not alone.</td>
<td>“Many people encounter these difficulties.”</td>
<td>“Many people become afraid in these circumstances.”</td>
<td>“Many people become afraid in these circumstances.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirmation. This utterance tells the learner that the coach understands their emotional reaction, which is ‘normal’ (i.e., not exceptional or strange). The coach then helps the learner move look forward, by suggesting an action they can take, reminding them about help they can receive, or giving moral support.</td>
<td>“It is not strange that this is challenging for you. With practice, you will get better.”</td>
<td>“It is not unusual for you to be afraid here. Keep trying, and you will see that it is not as difficult as you think.”</td>
<td>“It is not unusual for you to be afraid of this. But this form is only a first step. In the interview afterwards, you will be able to clarify what volunteer work you do or do not want to do.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy supporting. This utterance tries to raise the learner’s self-efficacy regarding the exercise topic and/or their skill in doing the exercise.</td>
<td>“I think, that you have already achieved a lot today.”</td>
<td>“I think, that you have already achieved a lot today.”</td>
<td>“I think, that you have already achieved a lot today.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Describes exact rules for creating utterances to match each support category, and includes example utterances used to provide support to a learner experiencing fear, the general, specific, and very specific affective support levels. Note that the utterances in the ‘normalized’ and ‘self-efficacy supporting’ categories are very similar, while the utterances in the ‘reflective listening’ and ‘affirmation’ categories change strongly.
questionnaires, making this a reliable source of data that will be useful for statistical evaluation of VESSEL’s affective learning experience. Physiological and behavioural tools are used during exercises. The Shimmer sensor package [40] is used to measure learner arousal, using a photoplethysmographic (PPG) sensor attached to the earlobe (see Fig. 5). PPG sensors measure changes in light absorption that result from subcutaneous blood flow, which is translated into a measure of heart rate. The FaceReader facial recognition software package [41] uses a webcam to capture video of the learner’s face, measure learner valence, and attempt to identify the occurrence of six basic emotions: happiness, anger, sadness, fear, surprise, and disgust (the latter two of which we are not interested in). Both body sensors and facial recognition let us rapidly assess users’ affective states, and offer immediate affective support that is accurately tailored to that state; the FaceReader provides more detailed evaluation of the user’s affective state, making it especially useful for support provision, while the Shimmer’s arousal detection is a more objective measure of participant physiological state over time that may also be useful for later quantitative analysis.

3 Specification
3.1 Operationalization
We take three steps to operationalize the cognitive, affective, and social support behaviour for our prototype ECA coach. As a baseline for the prototype, we adopt the cognitive support model created in [11]. This model contains a systematic way to create cognitive support utterances to cover all potential cognitive difficulties in an exercise, a comprehensive set of behaviour rules for an ECA coach to provide cognitive support, and rules to model speech recognition. Cognitive support utterances are created for all identified ‘difficult elements’ in the exercise, for each of [11]’s five levels of cognitive support. We incorporate the rules for when and how to provide cognitive support into this prototype as they are. Since cognitive support is not evaluated with this prototype, the full process is left out of this paper (but interested readers are referred to [11]). Similarly, we apply the techniques for emulating speech recognition: we create a dictionary of keywords (based on exercise ‘difficult elements’ and cognitive support categories), and define how the coach can react to these keywords. We make one significant change: during the recruiter part of the exercise, cognitive support utterances will be spoken by the recruiter ECA, not the coach ECA. This change is made because our earlier work with two concurrent ECAs [4] shows that asking a coach character for help in a conversation exercise interrupts the dialogue, and leads to learner confusion.

To operationalize affective support, we use the four motivational interviewing categories and three specificity levels from Table 2 to create affective support utterances: for every emotion the coach ECA can recognize except happiness (which does not require support), we create one or two utterances for every category-level combination. We then define when and how these utterances are used. We say that affective support must be given in three circumstances. If learner arousal is high but valence is not clearly low, or if valence is low but arousal is not clearly high, the coach detects that affective issues are happening, but cannot quantify which. In this case, General support is given (as per Table 2). If arousal and valence clearly indicate anger, fear, or sadness as per Table 1, or if the FaceReader program strongly detects anger, fear, or sadness, the coach gives affective support on the Specific level, tailored to that emotion. If the cause of the anger, fear, or sadness is also clearly detected, the coach gives affective support on the Very Specific level, tailored to that emotion and cause. We have identified a number of elements and situations in the exercise that will likely lead to particular affective reactions, for which Very Specific affective support utterances were recorded. For example, when the recruiter ECA very curtly asks questions, we suspect low-literate participants will get angry at this disrespectful style of speaking. When giving affective support, the coach uses four utterances in sequence: reflective listening, normalization, affirmation, and self-efficacy supporting. All utterances are 5 seconds apart. After giving all four types of affective support utterance in a row, the coach must wait at least one minute before giving more: this is done to prevent endless repetition of the same support for learners that stay in the same affective state for a longer time.

Finally, we operationalize social support by using the small talk utterance corpus in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material. The coach uses the utterances as indicated. We define the speech recognition options for small talk here: when the coach asks the learner a question, it can understand all varieties of ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as answers, and react accordingly. As long as a learner is talking (to answer a question, or for other reasons), the coach recognizes this and does not talk or interrupt. When the learner is not talking, the coach moves through small talk utterances, keeping 5 seconds between each.

3.2 Requirements Baseline
Section 2’s foundation data are now used to refine the existing VESSEL requirements baseline. Only those requirements that change on the basis of the expanded foundation are refined, for the coach and exercises aspects of VESSEL; requirements that are not described do not change. Table 5 (see Appendix A, available in the online supplemental material) shows the refined requirements baseline.

Requirement R1. Adaptability is refined for both coach and exercises. The coach (R1.1-C) should ensure that affective support matches the learner’s emotional state. Affective support must only be given if the sensors indicate particular emotional valence and intensity. The exercises (R1.1-E) should be cognitively and affectively challenging. An exercise is affectively challenging if learners experience significant anger, fear, or sadness at least once while doing the exercise.

Requirement R2. Sensitivity is refined for the exercises (R2.1-E), as an extension of R1.1-E. Exercises must be as sensitive or insensitive as needed to reach intended difficulty levels. Specifically, in exercises that feature conversation partners, the conversation partner’s dialogue must display the right level of sensitivity to effect the intended affective difficulty. If the conversation partner is too kind, no affective difficulty is reached (see [4] for an example of this), but if the conversation partner is too abrasive, low-literate users might stop the exercise midway (see [1]).

Requirement R6. Support is zoomed in to coach-offered affective support (R6.2-C) and social support (R6.3-C). The
coach should offer affective support and social support according to the behaviour rules in Section 3.1. Social support should be offered before the exercises, and affective support should be offered during the exercises, concurrent with cognitive support (R6.1-C, remaining unchanged). No support is offered after exercises.

Requirement R7. Interactivity is refined for the coach and the exercises. The coach’s proactive affective support interactions with the learners (R7.1-C) should be driven by sensors and facial recognition, and all proactive support interactions should be guided by the rules in Section 3.1. If (during an exercise) cognitive learning support is offered in an exercise that has a conversation partner present (such as the recruiter ECA), the utterance should be spoken by the conversation partner ECA instead of the coach ECA (R7.1-E). This applies to both proactive and reactive cognitive support.

4 Evaluation: Prototype Development

Functionality. The prototype consists of the two-part volunteer work exercise described in Section 2.1, and an ECA coach that offers cognitive, affective, and social learning support according to the rules and timing approaching described in Section 3.1.

Interaction Methods. Learners interact with the form part of the exercise using mouse and keyboard. They can talk to the coach and the recruiter in natural language. For the purposes of evaluation, coach and recruiter are designed to be controlled via the Wizard-of-Oz method [10] similar to [11], meaning that speech recognition is emulated by the Wizard operators. This must be done in accordance with the speech recognition rules in Section 3.1.

Appearance. The coach ECA avatars were developed in Unity. Two visual variations of the coach were made to match the two variant exercises (Section 2.1). Both were based on the appearance of our previous coaches [4], [11]. Fig. 4 shows the two coach appearances. The recruiter ECA avatars (Fig. 2) were also created in Unity.

5 Evaluation: Methods

5.1 Experimental Design

An experiment was designed to evaluate the learning effectiveness of our VESSEL prototype. We wanted to compare this prototype, which offers ‘full’ (cognitive, affective, and social) learning support, to a prototype that offers only cognitive learning support, built according to our previous specification [11]. Six hypotheses were created, corresponding to the six learning effectiveness outlined earlier: cognitive, affective, and social learning experience, and cognitive, affective, and social learning outcomes. In general, we expect that the current ‘Full Support’ prototype results in higher learning effectiveness on all fronts than the ‘Cognitive Support’ prototype.

H1. Cognitive Experience (Performance). Learners that receive full learning support report better performance during the exercise, expend less effort doing the exercise, complete the exercise quicker, and receive more support while doing the exercise, than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

H2. Affective Experience (Positive Affect). Learners that receive full learning support report a more positive affective state than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

H3. Social Experience (Motivation). Learners that receive full learning support are more motivated to learn and to continue learning than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

H4. Cognitive Outcomes (Success). Learners that receive full learning support remember and recall more details about the exercise than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

H5. Affective Outcomes (Self-Efficacy). Learners that receive full learning support report a higher increase in self-efficacy than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

H6. Social Outcomes (Coach Opinion). Learners that receive full learning support have a more positive view about the coach, and initiate more interactions with the coach, than learners that receive only cognitive learning support.

To evaluate these hypotheses, we designed a mixed-method repeated-measures experiment that combined within-subjects and between-subjects measurements. The main independent variable was Support Model, with two levels: Full Model, and Cognitive Model. Participants were invited to work with both prototypes: in one experimental session, participants completed the exercise twice, once with the full prototype and once with the cognitive prototype. Prototype order was counterbalanced: 50 percent of participants did the Full Model condition first and the Cognitive Model condition...
second, and 50 percent did the opposite. The two versions of the coach and the two exercises were counterbalanced as well, leading to eight different orders.

5.2 Measures
Seventeen quantitative dependent variables were measured. Twelve were self-report questions, measured using three questionnaires (Section 5.4), and five were objective performance metrics. Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material, shows the variables.

5.3 Participants
Participants were recruited from five reading and writing classes throughout the Netherlands (located in Rotterdam, Nijmegen, and Den Helder). We used [3]'s five language learner profiles to select participants for this study. Only learners that matched profiles 2, 3, and 4 were invited: learners in profiles 1 and 5 are respectively too skilled to benefit from our level of exercise and support, and too low-skilled to independently engage with the language level and complexity level of our prototype. Thirty-four participants completed the entire experiment: twenty men and fourteen women, with ages ranging from 19 to 64 (\(M = 41.3, SD = 15.1\)). Ten participants self-identified as being natively fluent in Dutch. The other twenty-four identified as ‘somewhat fluent’. Other languages spoken, either natively or as a second language, included: Arabic, Amharic, Aramaic, Bosnian, Catalan, Dari, Edo, English, Farsi, French, Italian, Moroccan, Papuanu, Russian, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, and Turkish. Twenty participants reported having prior experience with volunteer work.

5.4 Materials
The experimental setup consisted of two laptops, each connected to one monitor (Fig. 6), which were used to run the experiment. The monitors allowed participants to see and interact with the exercises. The laptops allowed experimenters to run the exercise (left laptop) and the coach (right laptop). On the participant side, a mouse, keyboard, speakers, and microphone were provided: mouse and keyboard let participants fill out the form, speakers played the coach and recruiter ECA utterances, and the microphone was used to suggest that participants could talk to the ECA characters, as well as to record audio (with consent). A webcam was attached to the left monitor, to capture visual data for the FaceReader software: participants were told this allowed the coach to ‘see’ them. One Shimmer sensor was used (Fig. 5).

Three questionnaires were used. Two questionnaires measured the fifteen self-report variables shown in Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material. The ‘participant assessment questionnaire’ (PAQ) measured participant self-efficacy on four topics (reading Dutch, computer use, filling out a form, and having a conversation in Dutch), participant motivation to learn, participant fear of going to school, and participant affective state on the dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. The ‘exercise reflection questionnaire’ (ERQ) measured participants’ view on their performance and exercise results, as well as their view of the coach. Two answer methods were used. Answers to the three participant affective state questions (PAQ.7, PAQ.8, and PAQ.9 in Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material) were given using the Self-Assessment Manikin (Fig. 8, see [27]). Answers to all other questions were given using a visual analogue scale (Fig. 7). Questions were read aloud to participants, who would then mark answers on the corresponding bar; this method ensures that participant reading and writing skills are not a factor in accurate answering. The fourth ‘demographic’ questionnaire measured: participant age, sex, time period lived in the Netherlands, known languages, and prior volunteer work experience.

For objective measures, exercise completion time was measured using a digital clock and a stopwatch. The number of coach support utterances received by participants was recorded by hand, and categorized in the following way: utterances were either cognitive or affective support utterances (social support utterances were not recorded), they were recorded during the form part or the recruiter part of the exercise, and they were initiated either by the coach or by the participant. Finally, a ‘recall test’ was created to measure learning success. After each exercise, participants were given one minute to name as many form elements as they could remember. Researchers wrote down which of the five categories on the form (see Fig. 3) participants named. Score was calculated per category: 1 point if the category was named and described correctly, or 0.5 points if either the category was named correctly, but not described, or if it was described (ex. by giving examples of category contents) but not named, up to a maximum score of 5 points.

Note here that discrete participant emotional states as measured by the Shimmer and FaceReader (happiness, anger, sadness, and fear) are not used for hypothesis evaluation. As described in Section 2.2.1, this basic model of emotions is useful for driving immediate coach decisions.
We instead use the Self-Assessment Manikin (Fig. 8), which is an expression of the dimensional approach, as we believe this allows for more in-depth analysis of emotional states.

5.5 Procedure
Each thirty-minute session started with a general introduction, informed consent forms, and the demographic questionnaire. Researchers explained the general experiment flow and the experimental setup hardware (Fig. 6). The Shimmer sensor was introduced and attached to the participant’s earlobe: doing this before measurements were taken gave researchers time to calibrate the exact placement for optimal results, and allowed participants to get used to the sensation. The first PAQ was administered. Researchers then activated the designated coach prototype. The ECA coach (controlled Wizard-of-Oz style by one researcher who followed the control rules described in Section 3.1) introduced itself to the user and explained the first exercise. Participants were told to complete the exercise in two steps: fill out the form, then have a conversation with the recruiter. Participants were given as much time as needed to complete the exercise. After the first exercise, the first ERQ and the second PAQ were administered, followed by a first recall test. Researchers then activated the other coach prototype, after which the second exercise was introduced and conducted similar to the first. After the second exercise, a second ERQ and third PAQ were administered, and a second recall test. Finally, participants were fully debriefed (including a behind-the-scenes look of the VESSEL prototype and the Wizard-of-Oz method) and rewarded for participation.

6 Evaluation: Results
Four analysis steps are presented here. Section 6.1 shows the evaluation of the six main hypotheses (Section 5.1). Section 6.2 looks at potential order and learning effects between the two exercises. Section 6.3 describes qualitative observations made by the researchers, during the experiment and by listening to recorded audio proceedings afterwards. Based on observations and initial results, Section 6.4 shows two post-hoc analyses. Before analysis, the data was characterized and checked for irregularities. No obvious mistakes or irregularities were found. Questionnaire reliabilities were assessed: Cronbach’s alpha was .773 for the PAQ (.810 if based on standardized items) and .872 for the ERQ (.844 for standardized items). No data reduction measures were used.

6.1 Hypothesis Evaluation
To evaluate the six hypotheses data from the PAQ, ERQ, and DM data were used in two more repeated measures GLM analyses. The ERQ and DM data were analyzed with one two-level factor: Coach Type, with levels ‘Full Coach’ and ‘Cognitive Coach’. The PAQ data were analyzed with one three-level factor: Coach Type, with levels ‘Before Exercise’, ‘First Exercise’ and ‘Second Exercise’). The following significant results were found.

6.2 Exercise Order Effects
To test for exercise order effects, the PAQ, ERQ, and DM data were used in two more repeated measures GLM analyses. Similar to the previous, the ERQ and DM data were analyzed with two-level factor (Exercise Order, with levels ‘First Exercise’ and ‘Second Exercise’) and the PAQ data were analyzed with one three-level factor (Exercise Order, with levels ‘Before Exercise’, ‘First Exercise’ and ‘Second Exercise’). The following significant results were found.

6.3 Observations
Experimental observations showed that in general, learners managed to use the prototype and work with the coach as intended. Learners engaged with and completed the exercises, and they listened to and asked for help from the coach. This was particularly true for the Cognitive Support prototype, which was observed to work almost exactly like the prototype in our previous experiment (see [11]). The provided cognitive support was sufficient to help learners in both the form and recruiter parts of the exercise. As in [11], learners almost always listened to coach advice, and would only occasionally ask questions themselves. In the recruiter part of the exercise, participants adapted to talking/listening to the recruiter ECA with no problems, and had no problems with the recruiter providing cognitive support. One unexpected side effect was that participants would almost ‘forget about the coach’, since in this prototype it had no other support to give. But this did not seem to negatively influence the relationship between learner and coach, with learners mostly expressing amusement, “Oh, she’s still here too!” when they noticed the coach (still visible on the right screen).

In the Full Support prototype conditions, the ‘small talk’ social support worked almost exactly like the small talk in
our first proof-of-concept prototype [4]. Participants seemed to honestly and genuinely speak with the coach about their volunteer work experiences and preferences. Cognitive support in this condition worked similar to the Cognitive Support condition, the only difference being that researchers felt that participants actively asked more questions. However, the affective support seemed to work only piecemeal. Providing affective support was hampered because our sensors did not work as well as hoped. The Shimmer data was noisy, and prone to halting and resuming at random moments. The FaceReader data generally gave clearer reads on participants’ emotional states. However, we encountered the issue that some participants had resting facial expressions that the FaceReader interpreted as a particular emotion: for instance, one participant’s facial features were interpreted as a high level of ‘sadness’ all the time, leading to the coach repeating similar affective support every minute. Another problem was that both Shimmer and FaceReader had serious difficulty working with darker skin tones: the FaceReader algorithm was less effective at reading black and tan faces, and the Shimmer’s PPG (which works by sending red light through the earlobe) seems to have been calibrated on light skin, not taking the different light absorption/reflecting profile of dark skin into account. As a result, in the cases of many dark-skinned participants (who made up a significant subset of the NT2 group), we simply did not have enough accurate data to provide affective support to begin with. As a solution, we decided to incorporate the personal situational interpretation of the wizard operators into the decision making process: if both researchers agreed that a participant was clearly exhibiting a certain emotion, affective support could be provided. In practice, this agreement was not reached very often, and as a result, the provision of affective support to these participants was limited.

In practice, the Very Specific level of support was never used, as the situations we expected to necessitate this support (and recorded these utterances for) were not seen. The reception of the General and Specific support levels was mixed. Participants did often verbally acknowledge the support (for instance, by responding to or thanking the coach). And during debriefing, participants would often mention that the Full Support coach “cared about [the participant] more”. However, sensors never showed a direct physiological reaction to affective support (that was clear enough to discern with accuracy). This makes it unclear to what degree the affective support had the intended effects. One other unexpected observation was that some participants would countermand the coach’s affective support: reflective listening statements like “It looks like you are scared” were sometimes met with negations such as “No I’m not.” We added to our control rules that, in these cases, the rest of the affective support for this occurrence should be cancelled.

Finally, unexpected differences were seen between the NT1 and NT2 participant groups. The NT1 participants were generally better at the recruiter part of the exercise, due to their native Dutch speaking and large vocabulary, but worse during the form part of the exercise, due to limited ICT and computer skills. The NT2 participants showed the inverse: good computer skills, but limited Dutch vocabulary. While these differences have been seen to some degree in our earlier work (see particularly [1] for our overview of meaningful differences), this experiment marks the first time in our evaluation of VESSEL prototypes that significantly different outcomes were found between the groups (as per Section 6.3).

### 6.4 Post-Hoc

Based on the aforementioned observations and analysis results, we decided to investigate the effect of learner background, or ‘type’. Two types of learners were identified: 9 participants were learners with a native Dutch background (‘NT1’), and 25 participants were learners with a migrant background (‘NT2’). The previous repeated measures GLM analyses were then repeated, using Learner Type as a between-subjects variable. Results suggest significant differences between the experiences of the two types. NT1 learners reported higher (self-reported) performance ($F = 4.585$, $p = .040$, $\beta = .547$), higher valence ($F = 5.918$, $p = .021$, $\beta = .655$), less received cognitive support in both the form ($F = 4.586$, $p = .040$, $\beta = .545$) and conversation ($F = 5.350$, $p = .028$, $\beta = .610$) parts, and lower completion time in the recruiter part ($F = 10.387$, $p = .004$, $\beta = .871$). NT2 learners reported higher computer use self-efficacy ($F = 4.171$, $p = .025$, $\beta = .692$), more self-initiated coach interaction in the recruiter part ($F = 8.589$, $p = .004$, $\beta = .850$), and a higher desire to use the coach again in the future ($F = 7.508$, $p = .010$, $\beta = .757$). Additionally, we found one interaction effect for Learner Type and Exercise Order: NT1 learners reported spending high effort on the first exercise and low effort on the second, while NT2 learners reported moderate effort on the first exercise and high effort for the second ($F = 9.888$, $p = .004$, $\beta = .862$).

We also tested the variables of age, sex, time spent living in the Netherlands, experience with volunteer work, and counterbalancing order for between-subjects effects. Three significant effects were found for Learner Sex. Women received more affective support than men, overall ($F = 9.333$, $p = .005$, $\beta = .840$). An interaction effect between Learner Sex and Coach Type showed that during the form exercises, men received a higher number of support utterances in the Cognitive Coach condition, and women received a higher number of support utterances in the Full Coach condition ($F = 6.049$, $p = .020$, $\beta = .663$). Finally, an interaction effect between Learner Sex and Exercise Order showed that for women, self-efficacy with regard to holding a conversation was significantly higher after Exercise 1 than either at the start of the experiment, or after Exercise 2. For men, this difference did not exist ($F = 3.586$, $p = .040$, $\beta = .621$). Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material, shows the full results of both Learner Type and Learner Sex analyses.

### 7 Conclusions

This study aimed to answer two research questions. Question Q1 was: “How can we create a design specification for VESSEL that incorporates rules for cognitive, affective, and social learning support provided by an ECA coach?” This question was answered in sections 2 through 4. Sub-question Q1a, “Which emotional models, motivational interviewing rules, small talk scenarios, and measurement methods are needed to create
these rules?", was answered in Section 2. An overview was created of operational demands (a description of the volunteer work exercise to be used in the prototype), human factors knowledge (the three kinds of extant emotional models, and our systematic interpretations of motivational interviewing and small talk), and technology (three kinds of autonomous emotion measurement tools). This overview was incorporated into the sCE foundation of our VESSEL design specification: we created the volunteer work exercise, made rules to describe motivational interviewing and small talk behaviour, and selected the Shimmer and FaceReader sensors for use with the prototype. Sub-question Q1b, “Which functionalities, interaction methods, and appearances should the ECA coach have to reflect this specification?”, was answered in sections 3, where the design specification was updated with new control rules and functional requirements, and 4, where a new VESSEL prototype was created based on the updated specification.

Question Q2 was: “Does an ECA coach created in accordance with this specification result in a higher learning effectiveness for low-literate learners than an ECA coach that incorporates only formalized cognitive learning support?” This question was answered in Sections 5 and 6, where we experimentally evaluated the prototype by comparing it against a prototype built according to our previous design specification [11]. Six hypotheses were tested:

**H1. Cognitive Experience (Performance).** This hypothesis is partially supported. Learners in the Full Support condition did receive significantly more learning support than learners in the Cognitive Support condition, but did not report better performance, expend less effort, or complete the exercise quicker.

**H2. Affective Experience (Positive Affect).** This hypothesis is not supported. There was no significant difference in affective state during and after the exercises between learners in either condition.

**H3. Social Experience (Motivation).** This hypothesis is not supported. There was no significant difference in motivation to learn and to continue learning between learners in either condition.

**H4. Cognitive Outcomes (Success).** This hypothesis is not supported. There was no significant difference in recall test results between learners in either condition.

**H5. Affective Outcomes (Self-Efficacy).** This hypothesis is not supported. There was no significant difference in self-efficacy increase between learners in either condition.

**H6. Social Outcomes (Coach Opinion).** This hypothesis is partially supported. Learners in the Full Support condition initiated more interactions with the coach than learners in the Cognitive Support condition, but they did not report a more positive view about the coach.

These hypothesis results seem to indicate that few differences exist between the Full Support and Cognitive Support coaches. Of the two partially supported hypotheses, H1 does not provide much information: that learners in the Full Support condition receive more support overall is easily explained by the fact that these learners received cognitive and affective support during the exercise, where learners in the Cognitive Support condition only received cognitive support. Hypothesis H6 does show an interesting finding: learners in the Full Support condition were quicker to proactively talk to the coach. This finding matches our expectation that adding affective and social support makes it clearer to learners that the coach can be talked to like a human conversation partner. In our previous work, learners that used the ‘proof-of-concept’ prototype (which included early operationalization of affective and social support, see [4]) were observed to proactively speak with the coach more than learners that used our first cognitive support prototype [11]. The results in this study now statistically validate these observations. It is currently unsure what mechanisms lead to this increased ‘affordance of being spoken to’. Future studies could try to disentangle the effects of affective and social support, to see if either can be pinpointed as the cause, or if the effect only happens with a combination of support types.

Based on the results presented above, we must conclude that very little differences existed between the Full Support and Cognitive Support prototypes. The addition of affective and social learning support did not have many of the predicted effects. Three potential explanations are offered here. The first explanation is that our affective support manipulations may not have been large enough to produce an effect. Section 6.4 describes how sensor problems led to issues with the provision of affective support. In practice, the researchers only confidently employed affective support in a limited number of situations. This should be considered an oversight on our part: We expect that better results can be obtained by extensively testing and calibrating the Shimmer and FaceReader sensors to our participants. The cognitive appraisal method (described in Section 2.2.1) to do could possibly be used for this. Since emotion sensing technology is still showing shortcomings in in situ applications like this one, future work should investigate whether or not incorporating this method in the design of affective support is valuable. Also, the volunteer work scenario used in the prototype did not seem to result in a great deal of affective challenge. Selecting an exercise for this goal is difficult: while some crucial practical situations have obvious affective impact (such as health-related issues like hospitalization, or death of a family member) it was considered ethically unjustifiable to use this level of affective stress to evaluate a digital coach. The volunteer work scenario was seen as having the potential to be affectively challenging, which we could bring out by carefully designing the difficulty and the affective and social behaviour of the recruiter ECA (see Section 2.1). It is unclear whether or not this worked. The second explanation is that our approach to providing affective learning support with an ECA has been too limited. Studies indicate that ECAs in general can potentially change the affective experience of doing computer exercises [42] and emotionally connect to learners [43]. The Multimodal Affective and Reactive Character framework [44] describes three factors that influence the effectiveness of affective characters: The capacity of the agent to respond to the user in real-time, subtle visual indicators of agent affective state, and the ability to express differences in affective reactions to different individual learners. VESSEL can act in real-time and adapt to individual learners, but does not use
visual indicators of affective states: The appearances and facial expressions of our coach and recruiter ECAs were more or less static (see Figs. 3-4). The way embodied agents look impacts how their functionality and possibilities are perceived (see [45]). It is possible that the more ‘stylized’ (non-realistic and exaggerated) appearance of our coach (Fig. 4) impacted this, and that a more ‘naturalistic’ (human-looking) appearance, including affectively expressive facial expressions, would have served us better [44], [46]. The third explanation is that our experimental setup impacted coach effectiveness. Participants used both coach versions in a span of 30 minutes: this may have caused them to see both coaches as a single entity, with slightly different behaviour between exercises. Support for this is offered by a debriefing observation: when participants were asked if they noticed any differences between the two coach ECAs, many would say yes, and then describe differences between the coach ECAs and the recruiter ECAs. In this scenario it is possible that the coach did have affective effects, but that the attribution of these effects (particularly in questionnaire) was confounded by the presence of the recruiter. Future studies should try to disentangle these effects more clearly: Maybe exercises with conversation components should use the coach as the conversation partner directly, or maybe the coach ECA should be hidden from view in these cases. In general, the lack of significant results for our affective learning support is counter to expectations (see [42], [43], [44], [47]), and future work in this direction should focus on investigating ways to resolve this.

Results for the order effects evaluation (Section 6.2) show that the prototype in general did work as expected. Participants always completed all exercises using cognitive support, similar to our previous cognitive support prototype [11]. Participants accepted and understood the coach, and used its help to get through the exercises when needed. The lower completion time and lower need for learning support in the second exercise compared to the first exercise indicates a straightforward (expected) learning effect. The lower arousal and the increased number of self-initiated learner-coach interactions in the second exercise seems to suggest that learners were more ‘at ease’ with the system the second time around. Finally, the increase in self-efficacy (with regard to ‘reading Dutch’ and ‘volunteer work’) over the exercises is interesting, as this reproduces our findings in [4] and [11]. Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material, shows clearly: Maybe exercises with conversation components should use the coach as the conversation partner directly, or maybe the coach ECA should be hidden from view in these cases. In general, the lack of significant results for our affective learning support is counter to expectations (see [42], [43], [44], [47]), and future work in this direction should focus on investigating ways to resolve this.

Finally, the differences we found between NT1 and NT2 learners highlight the importance and added value of personalization. One possible explanation is that the volunteer work scenario in this prototype has caused this. This exercise is more grounded in Dutch society than online banking exercises [4], [11], and it is not a topic that both NT1 and NT2 learners have a lot of direct experience with (unlike [4]’s city hall passport exercise). In this prototype’s exercise, NT1 and NT2 learners encountered different problems, and showed different reactions. Combined with the aforementioned sensor difficulties (for NT2 students), it is not surprising to find significant differences in outcomes for the two groups. The specific differences were not unexpected: that NT1 learners have better vocabulary and poorer computer skills than NT2 learners is entirely in line with literature expectations (see [1], and [3], which we used for participant selection in Section 5.3). The findings reinforce once more that ‘low-literate learners’ are a very heterogeneous group [49], and that learning for these learners must be personalized to their wants and needs to be effective [2]. Furthermore, the found differences between male and female learners indicate that personalization can be valuable for many attributes. From earlier work results, we see particular participant attributes as ‘less important’: age, sex, and schooling history did not show up as significant between-subjects factors in [4] or [11]. The fact that learner sex is now a significant factor here indicates that specific scenario, types of learning support, and other factors of learning context can play a major role in determining what kinds of personalization are valuable. These results are comparable to [47], who used an affectively expressive virtual storyteller character with children aged 6-10: The affective manipulation in that work had little main effects, but unexpected main and interaction effects showed difference between groups of children younger than 8 years and children aged 8 and above. Future work in this field should investigate along which personal attributes affective learning support for people of low literacy can best be personalized, using the results presented here as a starting-off point.
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